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From the desk of our Educa1on Director…

“Good afternoon, GED class!  Who’s ready to learn something?”
I wonder if all teachers are that excited about teaching all the 

time.  On many days, I am.  Not everyday, but most.  And I would like to 
think that my students are as well.  While there are many teaching 
moments, and I teach a few different classes, I would like to take this 
time to talk to you about our GED program.  It started as a personal 
interest between a volunteer, who has since become a staff member, 
and her mother and their desire to offer another avenue for our 
students to better their lives.  In the spring of 2014, however, the 
potential for having a real class on our property began to be discussed with earnest.  Prayer 
and planning was devoted to this new endeavour.  The school was going to have to provide a 
teacher; a hurdle overcome by my college degree.  Scheduling conflicts were overcome with a 
little purposeful planning.  Education materials were donated.  The program is mostly online, so 
computers were needed; someone, through prayer, donated so we could buy 3 new laptops to 
get us started. Another laptop was found not being used, and was donated immediately.  
Suddenly, we had a program.  Now, we needed students.  That first year, we had 5 ladies and 3 
men that needed their GED.  And we were off and running.

We are ending our sixth year in conjunction with 
Midland College offering an opportunity 
to obtain a GED.  Every year has its 
little struggles, issues, and frustrations.  
This year was no different.  Many 
students, like in many other adult 
education classes, leave the class for 
whatever issues arise.  Despite the 
plague and people leaving our 
program, we will be adding 6 confirmed 
and 2 potential graduates to our 
alumni:

14-15 Graduates
Self-directed computer time



14-15:  Hannah M., Daniel M.
15-16:  Tatyana J.
16-17:  Benjamin R., Andrew L.
17-18:  Sarina D.V., Jaime G., Kile G., 

Nicholas K., Jase S.
18-19:  Austin B., Jerek M., Calen M., Gloria R.
19-20:  Madison A., Aaron B., DalMacio B., Brycie B., James D., Logan G.

While the GED preparation is online, we have two different classes 
during the GED scheduled time.  There is a self-directed computer class, in 
which the students work on areas of education that they have gaps.  Most 
haven’t been in school in years; for a few it had been decades.  So, gaps in 
their understanding in various subjects is inevitable.  The computer program 
that we use is designed to get you into learning the things you don’t know, or 
know well, as fast as possible and not bog you down with stuff you already 
know.  The other class takes place in a more traditional classroom setting 
where the students receive big concept teachings in each of the 4 subjects: 
language arts, mathematics, history, and science.  GED is not just book work 
and screen-time.  Lord knows I like to do the occasional odd thing, so I try to 
incorporate a few fun days through out the year; Seuss day, physics day, Poe 
and candy, beat the odds, and anything else that may strike my fancy.  
Teaching needs to be ready to use whatever works.  Some students had been 
using a different form of education prep programs to get their education before 
they joined us, so I incorporated them into their personal learning time. 

As the years have gone by, we have been blessed by those that 
cherish education.  From individual and private financial donations to personal 
involvement via materials and time, we want to take advantage of every 
opportunity to help our students better themselves for the future.  We place a 
very high importance on education.  The only thing more important is our 
pursuit of God.  We have had more than a few debates and discussions about an individual’s 
spiritual growth, concerns about family, prayer times, and mini-Bible studies.  The GED time is not a 
separate endeavour, but an integral part of a Teen Challenge student becoming the man/woman of 
God that they were designed to be.  The greater purpose of both programs is to learn how to find 
the answers; whether in the fields of education, job field, or the fields ready to be harvested.  I will 
always encourage those to think for themselves as long as it is from God’s point of view.

19-20 Graduates

Math project on statistics and probability

Science experiment of liquid density

Laws of motion experiment





Graduates
March

David Licon April

Kelton Brown Tara Bohannan

Armando MolinaLogan Guerin

Chris CrossKendra Carrillo

May
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As you know it takes money to keep Teen Challenge going.  In order to be 
better stewards of what God has directed you all to donate to us, we are now 
sending our newsletter by email for those who would prefer that.  If this is 
you, please email us at

newsletter@teenchallengeadult-tx.org

or give us a call at 432-687-0348.

If you no longer wish to receive our newsletter, please let us know.
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